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Nonlinear Friction Compensator Design for Mechatronics Servo
Systems Using Neural Network
Dae-Won Chung, Nobuhiro Kyura, and Hiromu Gotanda
Abstract: A neural network compensator for stick-slip friction phenomena in meachatronics servo systems is practically proposed to
supplement the traditionally available position and velocity control loops for precise motion control. The neural network compensator plays the role of canceling the effect of nonlinear slipping friction force. It works robustly and effectively in a real control system.
This enables the mechatronics servo systems to provide more precise control in the digital computer. It was confirmed that the control accuracy is improved near zero velocity and the points of changing the moving direction through numerical simulation. Ho wever,
asymptotic property of the steady state error of the normal operating points is guaranteed by the integral term of traditional velocity
loop controller.
Keywords: friction force compensation, mechatronics servo system, neural network compensator, precise control
I. Introduction
Stick-slip friction is the natural resistance phenomena to
relative motion between two contacting bodies in the mechatronics servo systems such as industrial robot arms and numerical control (NC) machine tools . It is commonly composed
of Coulomb friction, static friction, and viscous frictions, etc.,
but it has highly nonlinear characteristics. In many motion
control systems, this friction phenomenon becomes a dominant factor near zero velocity that prevents them from highprecise control because of its nonlinear nature and difficulties
in handling it effectively and in compensating it adequately
with the linear feedback control system. In order to achieve
high precision motion control, these frictions must be accurately compensated to cancel the effects in the real time control system.
Much work has been discussed in literature[1]-[8] in terms
of formulating a friction model, identifying its parameters, and
effective compensating methods. But it is report ed the difficulty in predicting and finding exact models because this phenomenon is discontinuous at zero velocity and depends on
several nonlinear factors. Due to these reasons, most literature
has adopted unrealistic ways to get over this phenomenon.
Even if some papers were reported to be successful, they still
raise questions to realize the traditional position and velocity
control loops .
In our work, we approached to resolve this issue by the
more realistic way to supplement compensator design to the
traditional position and velocity controller. Using an adaptive
neural network to the point that the neural network is able to
implement in the digital computer practically has superior
performance to approximate the nonlinear function and to be
robust in the varying operating conditions. To demonstrate our
proposal, the numerical simulation has been done for 1-DOF
(One Degree of Freedom) X-Y table and the results have been
compared with those of laboratory experiments on the X-Y
table sys tem.
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II. Friction model
1. Industrial mechatronics servo system
Fig. 1 shows a typical motion controlled DC motor with its
mechanical load of industrial mechatronics servo system in cluding the position and velocity controller and power amplifier. The 1-DOF mechatronics system under investigation is a
mass constrained rotating motion with stick-slip friction between rotating mass and their supporting surface as shown in
Fig. 2.
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The dynamic equation for this 1-DOF rotating machine of
Fig. 2 is described by Eq. (1);
J

&&
x (t ) + F r x& (t ) = τ (t )

(1)

where J , Fr and τ are load inertia, friction coefficient and
input torque, respectively. x(t) , x&(t ), x&&(t ) are state variables of displacement, rotating velocity, and accelerating velocity, respectively. In this 2nd order dynamic system, the
inertia parameter is usually a constant when the system is
setup, but the friction parameter is usually varied with operating condition and working enviro nment.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a mechatronic servo sys tem.
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When the velocity of rotating mass comes close to zero, this
value significantly changes due to nonlinear and varying characteristics of friction coefficients. This causes the decrease of
accuracy in the motion control systems and is a reason for
difficulty in handling it via a linear control method.
2. Stick-Slip friction phenomena
The stick-slip friction force model which is a modification
of the model introduced by Karnopp[5] allows for the evaluation of the friction force during sticking and slipping motions
in the mechatronics system. This also eliminates the numerical
problems associated with near zero -velocity force computation.
The stick-slip friction model is obtained by Eq. (2) only in the
limit as α → 0 .
F = Fslip ( x& )[ λ ( x& )] + Fstick (τ )[1 − λ (x&)]

(2a)

where,
 1,
λ ( x& ) = 
 0,

x& > α > 0
x& ≤ α > 0

(2b)

Throughout the analytical investigation, the artificial zero
parameter,α , is taken to be identically zero. Nonzero values
are only used in the simulation purpose to insure that numerical integration alg orithm remains to be stable.
The stick friction may be represented by Eq. (3).
 Fs+

Fstick (τ ) = τ (t )
 F−
s


τ (t) ≥ Fs+ > 0
Fs− < τ (t) < Fs+
τ (t ) ≤ Fs− < 0

nonzero velocity re presented by Eq. (4).
Fslip ( x& ) = Fd+ (x& )µ (x& ) + Fd− ( x& )µ (− x& )

(4)

where,
1
µ( x&) = 
0

x& > 0
x& ≤ 0

(5)

Fd+ = Fs+ −∆F + [1 − e − (x& / x& ) ] + B + x&

(6a)

Fd− = Fs− −∆F − [1 − e− ( x& / x& ) ] + B− x&

(6b)

+
CR

−
CR

where ∆Fs+ and ∆Fs− are respective force drops from the
−
+
static to kinetic force level, x&CR
and x& CR
are the critical
+
−
Stribeck velocity[6], and B and B are the positive and
negative viscous friction coefficients, respectively. This friction force is composed of the Coulomb friction, viscous friction, and the Stribeck effect. The positive and negative Coulomb friction level is respectively presented as FC+ = Fs + − ∆ F +
and FC− = Fs− − ∆F − . The Stibeck effect is that the friction force
is in many cases decreasing with increased relative velocity[4].
It is caused by increased fluid lubrication. An exa mple of the
slipping friction force is shown in Fig. 4.

(3)

The above sticking friction provides the values of the friction force at the zero velocity (or near zero velo city).
This friction is just regarded a dead zone to dete rmine
whether the moving mass will stick or break free from the
static friction forces. The positive and negative limits on the
static friction forces are given by Fs+ and Fs− , respectively.
The static friction force limits are assumed to be constant in
this analysis. When the moving mass does not move i.e.,
x& = 0 , and the applied force is between the static levels, the
damping mechanism provides a force which keeps the mass at
rest. This means that the moving mass cannot move until the
applied force is greater in magnitude than the respective static
force. The sticking force is shown on Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Slip friction model.
The slipping friction force is assumed to dissipate energy at
all the nonzero velocities, and therefore is bounded within the
first and third quadrants. It is a s sumed there exist constants.
B1 > max( B+ , B− )
F0 ≥ max( Fs+ , Fs− ),

(7a)
F0 > 0

(7b)

which define the piecewise linear bound for the slipping friction forces as shown Fig. 4.
Fd+ ( x& ) ≤ F0 + B1&x(t) ,

∀&x(t ) > 0

Fd− ( x& ) ≥ − F0 + B1 x& (t) ,

∀x& (t ) < 0

(8a)
(8b)

Therefore, we can assume that the slip friction is bounded
within a linear bound.
Fslip (⋅) ≤ F0 + B1 x& ( t) ,

Fig. 3. Stick friction model.
2.3 Slip friction analysis
The slipping friction provides values of the friction forces at

∀x& (t )

(9)

III. Friction compensation
With the nonlinear friction characteristics of the mechanism
described above, even if a good physical model of the nonlinear system could be obtained, it is often difficult to predict the
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friction force to compensate it correctly in the linear control
system since the dynamics near the region of zero velocity are
dominated by the nonlinear and discontinuous functions. If
nonlinear phenomena exist that are unknown to the designer,
the problem to design high accuracy motion control systems is
even more difficult. In many practical motion control systems,
there are no means to estimate the nonlinear friction accurately
and to compensate it effectively.
As a result, they are of poor accuracy and may cause the limit
cycles near zero velocity.
1. Design strategy
In literature, many control techniques have been proposed
for friction compensation [1]-[8]. However, they still have
some questions to realize it in the mechatronics industry. In
this work, we shall propose usage of a more realistic supplementary friction compensator to the currently available control
system so that the overall control performance is guaranteed.
By observing Fig.1 the nonlinear friction force may be compensated by adding an appropriate compensating term to the
control action, i.e.,
u ( t ) = u r ( t) + uc ( t)

(10)

where ur ( t) is normal position and velocity controller output
based on the linear system, whereas uc ( t ) is friction compensator output which is to cancel the nonlinear friction phenomena.
The normal position and velocity controller has traditionally
been used in the motion control servo systems represented by
Eq. (11) and (12). Let xd (t ) be desired trajectory and we
define
e( t ) = xd ( t ) − x (t) or e( t ) = θref ( t) − θ ( t )
e& ( t ) = x&d ( t ) − x&(t) or e& ( t ) = K pe ( t ) − ω ( t )
u r ( t ) = K v e& ( t ) +

1
Ti

∫o e&(τ ) d τ
t

(11b)
(12)

n

σ i = ∑ wij xi + bi

(13)
(14)

j

where f (σ ) is the activation function, and wij , b j are connection weighting values and bias values of each neuron, re-

1
E = ( d − y ) T ( d − y)
2

(15)

wijl ( k + 1) = wlij ( k ) + η ∆wijl

(16)

∆wlij =

∂E
∂wij

(17)

where E is a sum of square error between network output,
yi , and its desired output (or target) vector, d , and η is a
learning rate, respectively.
In our design, the input signals are selected as 5 time delayed sequences, x&(t) ,x&(t −1), x&(t −2), x&(t − 3), x&(t − 4) of velocity
of plant output. Fig. 5 shows an adaptive neural network for
this purpose of which the network consists of 5 hidden units
and 1 output unit . The activation functions are considered
hyperbolic tangents [9] for the hidden layer and pure linear
function [9] for the output layer, respectively. The error backpropagation algorithm is chosen to train the neural network. In
order to train the network, slip friction dynamics given by in
Eq. (4), (5) and (6) is s elected as a target function.

x& (t )
x&(t − 1)

(11a)

where K p , K v , Ti are proportional gain of position loop
and velocity loop and integral time constant of velocity loop,
respectively. Eq. (12) indicates that the position control loop
has the proportional term only and velocity control loop consists of proportional and integral terms as they are traditionally
available in most motion control servo systems. Instead, we
shall propose an adaptive neural network compensator for the
friction compensator to be fed-back positively to the torque
control loop.
2. Neural Network Compensator Design
We approached a nonlinear mapping between input, xi ,
and output, yi , of neural network under the assumption that
the actual nonlinear function is unknown. The input-output of
a neural network may be described by Eq. (13) and (14);
y i = f (σ i )

spectively. The connection weight between the i-th neuron in
the (l-1) th layer and j-th neuron in the l-th layer, wlij , at each
learning step may be adjusted by the error back-propagation
learning rule [8] as follows;

x& (t − 4)

wij

v jk
uc (t )

pk
bj
Output Layer
Input Layer Hidden Layer

Fig.
NeuralNetwork
networkModel
model.
Fig. 5.
5 Neural
IV. Simulation results
1. Simulation conditions
A numerical simulation of the overall mechatronics servo
system including a normal controller and a compensator was
carried out to verify the compensation effe cts. In order to reflect a more realistic system, the X-Y positioning table was
considered for this simulation. Signals from the position and
velocity measurements were assumed to be quantized by 12bits A/D converters. Based on laboratory calibrations of experimental sensors, it is reasonable to assume a resolution of
0.25mm for positioning and 1 cm/sec for velocity. Sampling
time is 250 microseconds and zero -order-holder time delay is
also considered. The parameters for this system are summarized in Table 1. The desired trajectory was applied for 2 cases
as follows;
a) Sinusoidal signals input to X-Y Axis Table.
b) Step functioned pulse signals input to X-Y Axis Table.
The stick force works only at the starting time and changing
direction time near zero velocity. This effect is too small to
compensate the values . The slipping friction force is assumed
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Table 1. Summary of simulation parameters [7]-[10].
Para.
Ra

Unit

Ω

Value
1.59

Para
K P , KV

Unit
-, -

Value
6,40

La

MH

1.27

Ti

sec

0.04

Jm

Kg.cm2

0.235

N

3.8

N
m/s

2.1
0.2

2

Jl

Kt

Ke
P

F

+, −

∆F

+ ,−

Kg.cm
Kg.cm/A

1.175
7.54

mV/rpm

7.9

B +, −

N/(m/s)

0.4

Watt

49.3

α

m/s

0.001

+, −
∆x& CR

2. Simulation results
Training result of target slipping friction of adaptive neural
network was just corresponded to friction modeled by Eq. (4),
(5), (6) and Fig. 4.
The optimal weighting values and bias ing values of two
layers were obtained in the off-line learning process. The
simulation results indicate the error between d esired trajectory
and actual positioning at the starting time and at the turning
points of the direction of X-Y table movement is smaller than
without a compensator (Fig. 6,7,10 and 11).
The velocity in X-Y Table with a neural network compensator is also responded to be a smaller deviation from the refe rence velocity than without a compensator (Fig. 8 and 12).

The neural network output for a friction compensator is
very closely responded to the simulated slip friction force
output, which cancels the slipping friction effects (Fig. 9 and
13).
3. Comparison with the laboratory experimental results
One of authors has experienced in the laboratory experiment that the slip friction occurred at the turning points of
moving mass in the X-Y table and could improve the residual
errors using an appropriate friction compensator as shown Fig.
(14) and (15). These experimental results are very closely
responded to those in the simulation of Fig.6.
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Fig. 9. Friction and NN compensator time response for
case (a).
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X-Y Axis Trajectoty for CASE (b)
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Fig. 15. Experimental Record for Case (a)
(X-Y Table w/ compensation).
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V. Conclusion
In our work, it was confirmed that poor accuracy due to the
stick-slip friction takes place at the near zero velocity and at
the turning points of moving direction. It can be overcome by
the design of the supplementary compensator to the traditional
position and velocity control loops. The neural network compensator is most appropriate for this purpose since it works
effectively and can be easily implemented in the digital computer, making use of conventional position and velocity loop
control primarily.
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Fig. 12. Velocity time response (X-Axis) for case (b)
(Ref. Velocity; w/ compensator; w/o compensator).
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Fig. 14. Experimental record for Case (a)
(X-Y Table w/o compensation).
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